Lean Transformation Site Tours Put Your
Team on the Front Lines of Lean in Action

Benefits of a
Site Tour

•

Energizes attendees,
allowing them to
see continuous
improvement in
action

•

Presents a successful
Lean environment
in real time, at
various levels of an
organization

•

Aligns your team and
shows them what
they’re capable of
achieving

•

Develops a shared
idea of what to
expect and how to
accomplish
transformation

In the midst of your organization’s Lean transformation, wouldn’t it
help to have your key leaders see what a lean organization looks like?
Lean Transformation Site Tours do just that, overseeing structured,
in-depth trips to organizations that are successfully reaping the
benefits of their own Lean practices and allowing your leadership
team to see it firsthand — at various organizational levels.
Our Site Tours take your team into the inner workings of a successful Lean organization,
in both hospital and manufacturing settings. At each location, your leadership gets insight
into best practices, tricks of the trade, and success stories. This unique and energizing
experience to learn from advanced Lean practitioners and to reflect on how to apply these
principles to your organization can be the key to your successful Lean transformation.

How the Site Tours Work
Led by our own highly experienced Lean experts, the trips follow a proven structure,
taking your leadership team to the campuses of hospitals and other organizations that
have successfully implemented Lean principles. At these best-in-class organizations,
your team will examine what Lean accomplishment looks like through onsite assessment.
The curriculum explores how these organizations use key Lean elements to achieve
operating success, before turning the focus to reviewing how the design elements were
implemented, how the elements relate to an organization’s daily management system,
and how those practices can be replicated as part of your own Lean makeover.
Who Should Attend a Site Tour?
Tours are designed for all levels of leaders within your organization, from executive and
senior leaders to those responsible for certain elements of your organization’s Lean
transformation or other key segments of the value stream. While this learning experience
will be a hands-on intensive on Lean principles in action, attendees should already have
some formal Lean training under their belts. Prerequisite training and/or experience for
attendees should be in the following:

•
•
•
•
•

Lean leader training or equivalent
Waste identification and NVA and VA analysis
Standardized work and cycle time or takt time
Understanding of “Respect for People”
Strategy Deployment and Daily Management
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MONDAY
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Site Tour
Objectives
1. Understand how
Toyota based
management
systems are fundamental for the
success of a lean
enterprise.
2. Observe first-hand
how different
organizations utilize
these powerful
management
systems to achieve
success.

TUESDAY
MAR 28

WEDNESDAY
MAR 29

Arrive in Salt Lake City;
participants travel to hotel
on their own

5:45 AM
Hotel breakfast provided
(Conference room)

6:00 AM
Hotel breakfast provided
(Conference room)

3:00– 5:00 PM
Welcome, Education and
Prep (Hotel meeting room)

6:30 AM
Transportation to Autoliv

7:30 AM
Transportation to
Intermountain Health

5:15 PM
Group dinner
Overnight at Ogden
area hotel

3. Develop action
plans to transfer site
tour lessons learned
to participating
organizations.

Cost
$4,750
Cost includes: Site
tuitions, hotel, ground
transport, facilitation
of learning, and most
meals. The client is
responsible for flight
arrangements arriving
into and departing from
Salt Lake City as well
as transportation to
the area hotel.

For more information,
contact:
Tour Coordinator
206.329.2064
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7:00 AM
Tour Autoliv –
Learn about Lean
Management System
3:30 PM
Bus transport to hotel
Dinner on your own –
downtown Ogden
Overnight at
Ogden area hotel

8:00 AM
Tour Intermountain Health –
Learn about Lean
Management System
12:30–2:00 PM
Study Trip Debrief/
Next Steps & Actions
(Hotel meeting room)
2:00 PM
Bus transport to
SLC Airport
3:00 PM
Bus arrival SLC Airport

